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Hillel Schwartz’s 2011 history of noise, Making Noise: From Babel to the Big Bang 
and Beyond, offers—through more than 900 pages of sonorous, often punning 

prose—nothing less than what the titles of its three main “rounds” suggest: a history 
of sound “everywhere,” “everywhen/everyone” and “everyhow.” In this review, how-
ever, I will examine the book’s 349 pages of endnotes, entitled “Reverb: Notes,” that, 
because of printing costs, could not be included with the published text. Instead, they 
are available as an online PDF from Zone Books. This basic rupture between text 
and end-text indicates, in my reading, that the notes can function not merely as an 
educational supplement by which “assiduous readers” might check up on Schwartz 
but also as a work worth seeing and reading on its own terms. As the reverberating 
continuation of the “main” text, “Reverb: Notes” collects, curates, archives, and ar-
rays the citational substrate of Making Noise. However, it also presents an implicit 
argument about the poetics of scholarship, the task of the historian, and the power 
of noise. The endnotes, in other words, have a logic of their own that simultaneously 
borrows from and exceeds the genre of scholarly investigation. I hear the endnotes 
as an epic poem—in Ezra Pound’s sense of “a poem containing history”—that must 
be reckoned with not in the guise of a mellifluous lyricism (the style at work in the 
main text of Making Noise) but rather as an exhausting performance of indexicality. 
Severed from simple bibliographic reference, “Reverb: Notes” plays upon the force 
of the index as both a function and a figure. Simultaneously a veiling and a reveal-
ing, “Reverb: Notes” searches for and finds noise within our contemporary culture of 
search and research.

Before reading any particular note or the notes as a continuous whole, we first receive 
instructions: 

No place of publication is given for university press books, and no publisher 
other than a university press is given for works published before 1965. The origi-
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nal year of publication is provided in [brackets] where chronology is vital to 
arguments in the text. Many of the published sources I cite have since become 
available online; I furnish URLs only for those sources available exclusively on-
line and current as of January 31, 2009. Spellings have been silently modernized 
except in titles and in poetry; English spellings are retained in quotations from 
British Commonwealth sources. Since there is no bibliography, I have eased the 
task of assiduous readers by indicating with (→ n.) the endnote number of the 
original full citation for subsequent short-titled references more than seven notes 
distant. (1) 

Terse, simple, direct: however, it is interesting to note that the rules for reducing 
the length and repetitiveness of the endnotes imagine the limitations of space that a 
codex demands, so we continue to use these notes as if they were part of a physical 
book. The reference to the codex as a form, and the miming of that form within the 
“digitized” end-text, paradoxically engenders a form of reading against the discon-
tinuous and repetitive procedure that note-checking typically involves. That is to 
say, rather than skipping from page to page, from text to note, one finger on page 
154 and another on page 356, rather than the notes strictly following the itinerary 
of the “main” text, we can read—and are asked to read—these notes as if they were a 
continuous work, an itinerary of dislocation within a system of listings that proceed 
number by number, entry by entry, for 349 pages. 

Read in this way, we can hear the rebarbative, weighty, overwhelming, and scholarly 
apparatus of “Reverb: Notes” pushing against the main-text’s playful, talkative, and 
digressive style. While Making Noise onomatopoetically maps concepts to words and 
words to concepts from sentence to sentence and association by association, it sty-
listically matches its argument: noise is no mere epiphenomenon or by-product but 
rather “a player on the historical scene” (28). The active voicing of noise in the main-
text becomes in the endnotes catalog, number, list, bibliographic information, abbre-
viation, and occasional comment. We have all the information spelled out in Making 
Noise reduced to citation, but this is not merely a skeletal double of the main text: 

193. Jelle Z. de Boer and Donald T. Sanders, Volcanoes in Human History (Princ-
eton U, 2002) 138–56, assigning Tambora a Volcanic Explosivity Index of 7, 
greater than the 1883 Krakatoa eruption (at 6) and exceeded (in human experi-
ence) only by the Indonesian eruption of Toba (at 8, or “mega-colossal”) around 
64,000 B.P.; Hubert H. Lamb, Climate, History, and the Modern World, 2nd ed. 
(L: Routledge, 1995) 247, 298–99; C. Edward Skeen, 1816: America Rising (U 
Press Kentucky, 2003) q. 1 Jefferson, 2–9, 13; Percy Bysshe Shelley and Mary 
Shelley, History of a Six Weeks’ Tour (Oxford: Woodstock, 1989 [1817]) q. 88, 
93, q. 99, q. 153, 165; Robert Gittings and Jo Manton, Claire Clairmont and 
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the Shelleys 1798–1879 (Oxford U, 1992) 26–29; John Polidori, The Diary of 
Dr. John William Polidori, ed. William M. Rossetti (Folcroft: Folcroft Lib, 1975) 
62–66, 107, 213; George Gordon Byron, Sixth Baron, Childe Harold’s Pilgrim-
age (1812–1818) Canto III, stanzas 25–31 for Waterloo, stanza 92 for storm. In 
contrast to Byron’s lyricism, the battle had been fought across a muddy, smoky 
plain where soldiers could not see ten yards ahead, where small rockets shrieked 
along the ground, where “Wounded or mutilated horses wandered or turned in 
circles,” neighing loudly, and wounded men lay in heaps, screaming, so that “The 
noise was deafening” and victory itself an acoustical chaos: Gareth Glover, ed., 
Letters from the Battle of Waterloo (L: Greenhill, 2004) 99, 104, 110–11, 133, 
150. (61)

From volcanoes to the deafening noise of battle via poetry… In this example note, 
we can follow the itinerary of the main text, but we also have the benefit of more 
information (the Volcanic Explosivity Index), exact page numbers (99, 104, 110-11, 
133, 150), and a correction of Byron’s view of the Battle of Waterloo. While the style 
of Making Noise sets up a mimetic poetics in which the language of history mimics 
the continuous discontinuities of noise as a human invention, the poetics of “Re-
verb: Notes” reduces reading to abstraction. The abstract tokens of structure, number, 
and punctuation blend with the texts of titles, names, and places; semi-colons, com-
mas, and colons then suture these textual elements in clipped, broken, and yet static 
rhythms. This abstract poetics—a whole system for navigating information inside 
and outside the text—falls out from the demand that endnotes exhibit a fidelity of 
text to text. Rather than what one might consider a “vertical” connection between 
concept and style (Alexander Pope’s dictum that “the sound must seem an echo to 
the sense”), we have the “horizontal” connection of citation to citation, number to 
number. Language becomes an index to more language, not the privileged site for a 
listening experience. 

And yet, the end-text does not simply index the array of books that make the lan-
guage games of the main text possible. It overwhelms the contained genre of the 
scholarly endnote and points to a range of excesses that illuminate the historical and 
phenomenological problem of noise. We initially feel these counter-acting effects in 
the sheer weight of information. Here, the “grunt work” of history is laid bare. All 
the standard procedures of citation are there but in hypertrophied form. Each num-
bered paragraph of citation after citation produces a complex of effects: 1.) a proper 
citation indexing a source, 2.) a set of keywords or an abstract logic connecting the 
citations within the paragraph (we might call this, after Pound, an “ideogram”), 3.) 
an act of historical reconstruction (the historian sifting, examining, and aligning texts 
to make an argument), and 4.) a kind of stubborn durational performance (we can 
almost hear the historian grunting as he compiles and piles text after text of historical, 
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theoretical and cultural documentation). Seen through this complex, Schwartz’s nar-
rative becomes itself merely an after-effect, a belated suturing of the poet-historian’s 
painstaking collection of the “word-horde.” This heaped up language precedes the 
textual “hearing out” of noise (Making Noise 17). The “main” text reveals itself only 
by veiling its reverberating “end”-text. Making Noise thus follows a fantasy of in-
ductive method that the collection of citations projects. It is a summation of a vast 
number of subjects, objects, theories, and documents. In a way, Schwartz has enacted 
a cultural symptom detected by the poet Kenneth Goldsmith: “The act of listening 
has now become the act of archiving. We’re more interested in accumulation and 
preservation than we are in what is being collected….Our task is to simply mind the 
machines.” (“I Love Speech” 288-289).

But Schwartz is very much interested in what is being collected—noise. These notes 
toward noise are not only a portrayal of the work of doing history but also an argu-
ment for the density and ubiquity of noise: noise is “everywhere” and “everywhen.” 
As such, a metonymic logic structures the enormous number of texts on display in 
“Reverb: Notes.”  They figure a “beyond” that exists outside of the very set of phe-
nomena that they enumerate. These are notes as “notes toward.” That is to say: just 
as “Reverb: Notes” is formatted as an outside—a mere “reverberation”—of the main 
text, it also produces a kind of indexical arrow (→) pointing to another “outside:” a 
noisy infinity uncontained by the logics of sequence, change, cause and effect that 
structure historical argument. 

In his 1982 book Genesis, the philosopher Michel Serres claims: 

Noise cannot be a phenomenon; every phenomenon is separated from it, a sil-
houette on a backdrop, like a beacon against the fog, as every message, every 
cry, every call, every signal must be separated from the hubbub that occupies 
silence, in order to be, to be perceived, to be known, to be exchanged. As soon as 
a phenomenon appears, it leaves the noise; as soon as a form looms up or pokes 
through, it reveals itself by veiling noise. (13) 

What Schwartz constructs in the endnotes is a version of historicity conditioned by 
this paradoxical anti-phenomenonality of noise: how does one listen to the unlisten-
able, how does it enter into history? The answer lies, at least partly, in the archival 
art of accumulation and the rhetorical art of naming. Where and when does one 
find documentary illustration of a phenomenon named noise? Everywhere and every-
when: from religious books to scientific treatises, from travel writing to philosophi-
cal tracts, from environmentalist literature to war machines. The art of acquiring 
everything—or at least seeming to acquire everything—allows the historian to ride 
the centrifugal force of noise: to displace it even as one discovers its meanings. Noise 
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remains an empty indication, even as testimony after testimony names its forms and 
functions. And so “Reverb: Notes” becomes, in the name of noise, a somewhat dedif-
ferentiated mass of documentary sediment. 

But at the same time that this bibliographic apparatus veils noise within and as his-
tory, it also reveals noise as what Lisa Robertson calls “the historicity of non-mean-
ing” (Nilling 63). Presented as a non-developing, unmeaning actuality in time, noise 
simultaneously cancels out and marks duration’s movement. The historicity of noise 
indicates, then, an irreducible messiness within history. A historical event can never 
be only and wholly itself. It is mixed, muddled, and confused with an insensible 
mass of contingent and insignificant human and non-human acts that continue to 
reverberate in and through time. We typically think of such acts as the unheralded 
and abstract stuff of “everyday life,” but noise could provide a more extreme principle 
of preservation-in-loss that holds onto the concrete non-meaning of such a history. 
For instance, for Charles Babbage every action leaves its vibratory traces in the at-
mosphere: 

The air itself is one vast library, on whose pages are forever written all that man 
has ever said or woman whispered. There, in their mutable but unerring char-
acters, mixed with the earliest, as well as with the latest sighs of mortality, stand 
for ever recorded, vows unredeemed, promises unfulfilled, perpetuating in the 
united movements of each particle, the testimony of man’s changeful will. (The 
Ninth Bridgewater Treatise 112)

What a combination of fantasy and historical imagination! Schwartz takes it up. The 
history of noise must contend with a latent history of everything, archived every-
where, in book, land, sea, and air. Noise, existing at the edge of phenomena, makes 
this grand, all-encompassing claim, and so Schwartz feverishly collects texts in a way 
that parallels Babbage’s impossibly remote archive in the air. From “C. Mackenzie 
Brown, “‘Purâna as scripture: from sound to image of the holy word in Hindu tradi-
tion,’ H of Religions 26 (1986) 68–86” to “Monica A. Harris, illus. Susan Estelle 
Kwas, Wake the Dead (NY: Walker, 2004),” from “om” to death, “Reverb: Notes,” 
simulates the “all-encompassing” and mimes “every” route by which noise can ema-
nate from history and history can emanate from noise. 

At the same time, the notes present the exhaustion of such an “exhaustive” account 
of noise. We are given an apparatus of reference and cross-reference that undoes any 
totality that might begin to accumulate. Douglas Kahn has called noise the “continu-
ous grating sound between the abstract and the empirical” (25), and “Reverb: Notes” 
continuously measures this distance between categorical expectation and particular 
result. The metonymic figuration of noise remains always tantalizingly partial: this 
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sound or this action produces noise within such and such parameters of listening. 
Specific sound-shapes, durations, concepts and contexts can manifest and appear 
within the untotalizable shadow of noise. And so every entry in “Reverb: Notes” 
also predicates specific events, concepts, opinions, myths, sounds, etc.—all potential 
ways into a shifting phenomenology of perception that could search for, find out, and 
cite noise. Scale matters here in a different way: it is not only that the overwhelming 
weight of these many citations metonymizes “everything” but also that the necessity 
to specify more and more areas of research and zones of concrete detail increases the 
sheer number of sources, accounts, and categories. There is a difference between 80 
and 800 pages that highlights the failure of figuring noise as any one thing—even as 
an “anti-phenomenon,” the figure of the unfigurable. 

“Reverb: Notes” shows, then, both the dream and the nightmare of the exhaustive 
account. An inspired edifice to both the historian’s task and his chosen subject, the 
endnotes both exalt in and cast doubt upon the exhaustingly partial world in which 
we live. A paean to hypermediation and information overload, “Reverb: Notes” also 
expresses the joys of failure in a world in which everything can (supposedly) be ar-
chived, preserved, and stored for future use. Noise, as an elemental turbulence and 
disruption that simultaneously nestles within and escapes this thick citation-world, 
reveals an unmaking at the heart of making, a way out of the weighty address by 
which 349 pages of citation can call up an endless cycle of reference and deferral, and 
a way into a particular history that can dream meaningless duration and irreducible 
complexity.
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